
Warming Detox Smoothie 
Created with love by Paige (Healthy Hits the Spot) & Simi (The MIcro Harvest) 

 
January is tough, right? It is cold outside, so your body is craving warm & comforting foods.                 
At the same time, you’re trying to lighten up a bit from a holiday season full of more                  
decadent and indulgent food than your body is used to on a regular basis! To help you find                  
that middle ground, we created this Warming Detox Smoothie, a green smoothie recipe that              
will assist your body’s natural cleansing process while warming you with spice. 
 
“Green smoothies” have become synonymous with “healthy” and “detox friendly” as they            
continue to grow in popularity. Their ability to flood your body with an incredible amount of                
nutrients, vitamins, & minerals in an easily digestible form while still tasting amazing makes              
them a perfect on-the-go healthy meal or snack! Unfortunately, they can be hard to drink in                
the winter time when all you want are warm and cozy comfort foods. The ginger and sweet                 
potato in this Warming Detox Smoothie help warm you from the inside out, so you get the                 
incredible detoxifying benefits of a green smoothie without the shivers! This blended treat is              
full of nutrition power-players: the ginger and kombucha are divine for digestion, dates and              
sweet potato add natural sweetness, avocado adds healthy metabolism-boosting fat, and the            
spinach gives you a daily dose of greens! 
 

 

WARMING DETOX SMOOTHIE 
Blend in high-speed blender or food processor: 
 
½ a baked sweet potato 
2 dates (remove seed) 
¼ avocado 
1 inch fresh ginger, peeled & chopped 
1 handful fresh spinach 
pinch of cinnamon 
2 ice cubes 
8-12 oz. Ginger Kombucha or water (depending       
on how thick you like your smoothie) 
 
Pour into a big mug (the best way to drink          
smoothies in the winter!!), get cozy by the fire,         
& enjoy this sweet, spice-filled treat! 

 
Cheers to healthy food that makes our taste buds & bodies feel amazing! 

 
XO! Simi & Paige 
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